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For the success of the revolution we need a renaissance
The Great Iraqi Revolution

Iraq, 19.07.2018, 15:17 Time

USPA NEWS - The term Renaissance, literally means "rebirth", That's mean a surge of interest in intellectual learning and moral
values. A new birth to liberty - the spirit of mankind recover consciousness and the power of self-determination, recognition of the
beauty of the outer world through art, liberating of reason in science and the conscience in religion, restoretion of culture to the
intelligence and establishing the principle of the political freedom.

We want to develop everything in our life be it fredom, rights(to inspire free inquiry and criticism, to inspire a new confidence in the
possibilities of human thought and creations), scientific inquiry and economic renassance.
In Iraq, The change of situation begins by changing minds and thoughts Which had been hit by colonialism and tyranny with many
distortions, and the consolidation of national sense. Imagine the positive impact of the ongoing development and growing awareness
of growing numbers of citizens.

Unfair laws must be resisted peacefully and publicly until they are revoked or amended, as did Rosa Parks, a mother of civil liberties,
and an African American woman, who in 1955 refused to give up her seat on the bus to a white man who was a rebel against the law,
sparked a revolution that ended racism, Laws, and achievements until Obama became president of America.

The citizens (whether belonging to parties or not) should work to modernize and mobilize the existing parties and associations inside
and outside the country and push them towards openness, national interest and resistance to intolerance, including conscious voting
on the basis of qualifications, performance and achievements. The solution is not to change the government or the constitutions. The
new governments will not be different from the old governments.
If this is not worse, many of the parties that ruled were patriotic but deviated from their course because of the lack of awareness of the
citizens and their abandonment of their rights. That is why we need a rebirth in order for our country to rise.
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